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ABSTRACT: Perﬂuorocarbon-loaded nanoparticles are powerful
theranostic agents, which are used in the therapy of cancer and
stroke and as imaging agents for ultrasound and 19F magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). Scaling up the production of
perﬂuorocarbon-loaded nanoparticles is essential for clinical
translation. However, it represents a major challenge as
perﬂuorocarbons are hydrophobic and lipophobic. We developed
a method for continuous-ﬂow production of perﬂuorocarbonloaded poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles using a
modular microﬂuidic system, with suﬃcient yields for clinical use.
We combined two slit interdigital micromixers with a sonication
ﬂow cell to achieve eﬃcient mixing of three phases: liquid perﬂuorocarbon, PLGA in organic solvent, and aqueous surfactant
solution. The production rate was at least 30 times higher than with the conventional formulation. The characteristics of
nanoparticles can be adjusted by changing the ﬂow rates and type of solvent, resulting in a high PFC loading of 20−60 wt % and
radii below 200 nm. The nanoparticles are nontoxic, suitable for 19F MRI and ultrasound imaging, and can dissolve oxygen. In vivo
19
F MRI with perﬂuoro-15-crown-5 ether-loaded nanoparticles showed similar biodistribution as nanoparticles made with the
conventional method and a fast clearance from the organs. Overall, we developed a continuous, modular method for scaled-up
production of perﬂuorocarbon-loaded nanoparticles that can be potentially adapted for the production of other multiphase systems.
Thus, it will facilitate the clinical translation of theranostic agents in the future.
KEYWORDS: nanoparticles, perﬂuorocarbon, microﬂuidics, multimodal imaging, 19F MRI, ultrasound, oxygen carriers, cell tracking
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poloxamers.17−20 PFC emulsions, however, often suﬀer from
shortcomings, such as coalescence or Ostwald ripening.19,21
The encapsulation of PFC in biocompatible polymers, such as
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), leads to colloidally stable
NPs with controllable size, PFC content, and long shelf
life.3,22−25 Moreover, the use of a polymer enhances the
ﬂexibility in loading and release of drugs and modiﬁcation with
targeting ligands. For example, perﬂuorooctyl bromide
(PFOB)−PLGA nanocapsules were recently applied as
nanotheranostics for the delivery of paclitaxel along with 19F
MRI imaging.23,26,27 Our group developed perﬂuoro-15-crown5 ether (PFCE)−PLGA NPs for multimodal imaging with 19F
MRI,9,24 ultrasound,9 and photoacoustics.23 These NPs display

INTRODUCTION
Perﬂuorocarbon (PFC)-loaded nanoparticles (NPs) emerged
recently as powerful theranostic agents that could lead to the
treatment of major public health problems. Owing to the
ability to carry oxygen, PFC-loaded NPs ﬁnd application in
photodynamic1−4 and other hypoxia-aﬀected treatments of
cancer5,6 and treatment of stroke.7,8 Additionally, they act as
multimodal imaging agents for 19F magnetic resonance imaging
(19F MRI) and ultrasound.9−12 PFCs, however, have already
seen a long and much more varied history of clinical use. They
were ﬁrst used in the 1980s as blood substitutes because of
their ability to dissolve oxygen. However, most of them did not
succeed in clinic because of issues with stability and handling
or were even retracted by the FDA.8,13 Development of stable
NPs and scaling up their production are essential requirements
for the new generation of PFC-based nanotheranostic agents to
succeed in clinic.14,15 However, challenges in both arise from
the poor solubility of PFCs that are simultaneously hydrophobic and lipophobic.16
Frequently used formulations are PFC emulsions that are
stabilized by surfactants, such as phospholipids or nonionic
© 2020 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic overview of the microﬂuidic setup. The ﬁrst step is mixing of the PFC (ﬂow rate QPFC) with the organic solution of the
polymer (ﬂow rate QPLGA) in the ﬁrst micromixer. The resulting mixture M1 then proceeds to the second micromixer, where it is emulsiﬁed with an
aqueous surfactant solution (here PVA, ﬂow rate QPVA). This emulsion (ﬂow rate Qtotal) ﬂows to the sonication ﬂow cell for active mixing.
Ultracompact high-pressure pumps are not shown for simplicity. Inset: Mixing inlay of SIMM V2. (b,c) Encapsulation of PFCE (b) and PFOB (c)
with the microﬂuidic setup. Hydrodynamic radius (DLS, blue, c(NP) = 0.1 mg mL−1) and PFC content [NMR, grey, in D2O with triﬂuoroacetic
acid (TFA) as an internal reference, 5−10 mg in 600 μL of D2O, 378 MHz] at diﬀerent total ﬂow rates Qtotal are shown. The ﬂow rate ratios
between single phases were kept constant (compare Table S3). For encapsulation of PFCE, (b) size and PFCE content ﬁrst increase and then
decrease with increasing ﬂow rate. For PFOB (c), an increasing ﬂow rate results in the decrease in hydrodynamic radius and in the increase of
PFOB encapsulation (compare Table S4). Error bars represent the standard deviation between the results obtained from two independent batches
of particles that were produced on diﬀerent days (see also Table S9 for additional results of NPs produced with the addition of a ﬂuorophore).

a fractal multicore structure, which is atypical for PFC. This
structure leads to a faster in vivo clearance of PFCE,
overcoming the organ accumulation issues of current PFCE
formulations.9,28 PFCE−PLGA NPs were approved for a
clinical trial for labeling dendritic cells (DCs) during the cell
therapy of melanoma patients (ClinicalTrials.gov Identiﬁer:
NCT02574377).
Scaling up the production is an essential step for the clinical
translation of PFC-loaded polymeric NPs. Hence, it was our
goal in this study. PFC-loaded polymeric NPs are usually
produced using an emulsion−solvent evaporation method,
typically a miniemulsion.9,25 Because of the poor solubility of
PFC, emulsiﬁcation requires mixing of three phases that are all
nonmiscible with each other: the hydrophobic polymer in an
organic solvent, the liquid PFC phase, and the aqueous
surfactant phase. To overcome the miscibility issues of PFC,
we decided to use microﬂuidics. The microﬂuidic toolbox
provides high ﬂexibility in mixing of diﬀerent components and
was established for the continuous-ﬂow synthesis of various
types of theranostic particles in the recent years.15,29−33
Moreover, the production can be done continuously, which is
currently recommended by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency
(EMA).34,35

In microﬂuidics, droplets or particles are generated in
micrometer-sized channels, enabling the precise control of
particle properties by device geometry, mixing ratios, and ﬂow
regimes.29,30 Polymeric particles can be produced in microﬂuidic devices using various approaches including miniemulsion, nanoprecipitation, self-assembly, or novel approaches
such as polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA).15,36−38
Homogenization can be done by active mixing that requires an
external energy input, for example, sonication, or more
commonly by passive mixing, where mixing is achieved by
channel geometry.31 The last group can be roughly subdivided
in droplet-based microﬂuidics that generate single droplets at
high precision in a single channel and multichannel systems
that split and recombine the ﬂow in multiple channels. Within
the last group, multilamination interdigital micromixers can
achieve high ﬂow rates and correspondingly high mixing
eﬃciencies and high throughput. These systems have been
successfully used to scale up the production of polymeric
particles, including PLGA.15,39−41 Therefore, we selected the
interdigital mixing to develop a continuous scaling-up method
for PFC-loaded polymeric NPs.
To mix the three phases and to achieve additional
stabilization of PFC, we combined the interdigital mixing
and a ﬂow sonication. We ﬁrst studied the impact of several
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process parameters that allowed us to tailor the features of NPs
obtaining high PFC encapsulation. Afterward, we demonstrated in vitro that microﬂuidic NPs are suitable as multimodal
imaging agents for 19F MRI, ultrasound, and ﬂuorescence.
Moreover, they can dissolve oxygen and thus can potentially
act in therapy as oxygen carriers. Finally, we injected our NPs
in vivo and showed that they can be imaged with 19F MRI and
display the same biodistribution fast-clearance behavior as
multicore NPs made with the conventional method. These
results further indicate that NPs produced with microﬂuidics
display the multicore structure, preserving the properties of
original formulation. Overall, we developed a modular
continuous method for scaling up the production, which will
take us a step closer to bring PFC NPs from the bench to
clinic.

(PVA)] and PLGA, the same as in the batch method, with
dichloromethane (DCM) as a solvent for the organic phase,
focusing on the eﬀect of ﬂow parameters.22−24 The ratios
between the three phases, which correspond to the volumes
used in the conventional method, can be adjusted directly in
the microﬂuidic system by changing the ﬂow rates. At the
beginning, we studied the eﬀect of ﬂow parameters on the
particle size and PFCE encapsulation to ﬁnd optimal settings
for the microﬂuidic synthesis.
The following ﬂow parameters can aﬀect the characteristics
of the particles:

Research Article

1. ﬂow rate ratio between PFCE and organic PLGA
solution (QPFC/QPLGA).
2. ﬂow rate ratio between PFCE/PLGA mixture M1 and
aqueous surfactant solution (QM1/QPVA).
3. The total ﬂow rate (Qtotal) that is determined by
individual ﬂow rates of each component.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Combination of Slit Interdigital Micromixers with a
Sonication Flow Cell for Continuous-Flow Production.
The synthesis of PFC-loaded PLGA NPs involves mixing of
three diﬀerent phases: the liquid PFC phase, the organic phase
with a dissolved polymer, and the aqueous phase with the
surfactant. To mix these three phases stepwise in a continuous
ﬂow, we combined two slit interdigital micromixers (type
SIMM V2) and an ultrasonic ﬂow cell (Figure 1a). The core
part of the micromixer is the interdigital multichannel inlay
(Figure 1a, inset). Each micromixer has two inlets allowing to
simultaneously mix two diﬀerent liquids. The mixing takes
place by alternating the arrangements of both phases in the
microchannels.42 This micromixer is advantageous for scaling
up the production as it can be operated at high ﬂow rates, up
to 50 mL min−1. After both micromixers, we included an
additional active mixing step with a sonication ﬂow cell to
reduce the size of particles and to achieve better miscibility of
PFCs. The whole process can be split into three steps (Figure
1a):
1. Premixing of PLGA in the organic solvent with a liquid
PFC in the ﬁrst micromixer that leads to an unstable
emulsion of PFC in the PLGA/organic solvent. The
obtained mixture after this ﬁrst step is denoted as
mixture 1 (M1, ﬂow rate QM1).
2. Mixing mixture 1 with the aqueous solution of the
surfactant in the second micromixer. During this step,
the formation of emulsion droplets takes place. This ﬁrst
emulsion is named M2 for mixture 2 further in the
manuscript. The ﬂow rate of M2 is the sum of the
individual ﬂow rates, which corresponds to the total ﬂow
rate through the microﬂuidic system Qtotal.
3. Active mixing in a sonication ﬂow cell and the formation
of a miniemulsion. This step provides an additional
energy input for suﬃcient stabilization of the PFC phase.
The Total Flow Rate Is More Important than the
Individual Flow Rates for Size and PFC Encapsulation in
the Three-Phasic System. To develop a continuous-ﬂow
production, the ﬁrst step is to ﬁnd the optimal ﬂow parameters.
The main focus here was on the encapsulation of PFCE and
PFOB as both compounds are used for imaging, and PFOB is
established as an oxygen carrier.21,25,43 As a starting point for
our study, we used the composition of our conventional batch
formulation of PFCE−PLGA-NPs that were approved for a
clinical trial.9,24 At the beginning, we kept all main parameters,
such as the concentration of the surfactant [poly(vinyl alcohol)

After production, NPs were isolated by centrifugation,
washed, and freeze-dried prior to further use.
Changing the ﬂow rate ratio between the organic PLGA
solution and PFCE or between PFCE−PLGA mixture (M1 in
Figure 1) and the aqueous surfactant solution did not lead to
any noteworthy eﬀects on the size or PFCE content (compare
Tables S1 and S2). In contrast, for the encapsulation of PFCE,
the total ﬂow rate turned out to be the most important
parameter that determines the characteristics of NPs (Figure
1b).
When the total ﬂow rate was varied between 6 and 36 mL
min−1 while keeping ﬂow rate ratios between individual phases
ﬁxed, the encapsulation of PFCE ﬁrst increased from 18 to 33
wt % PFCE content, reaching the maximum at a ﬂow rate of 19
mL min−1 (Figure 1b, compare also Table S3 for exact ﬂow
parameters). After further increase of the ﬂow rate, the PFCE
content changed only slightly and remained almost constant
with an increasing ﬂow rate. Moreover, the size of NPs ﬁrst
slightly increased from a hydrodynamic radius of 167 to 190
nm, with the maximum between ﬂow rates of 19 and 25 mL
min−1. Further increase in the ﬂow rate above 25 mL min−1
resulted in a decrease in the radius to 147 nm (Figure 1b). All
NPs showed moderate polydispersity with a polydispersity
index (PDI) around 0.2, which is well-suitable for the in vivo or
clinical application of PLGA NPs (Table S3).
After establishing the parameters with the PFCE system, we
applied the method for the encapsulation of PFOB. In the
PFOB system, an increase of ﬂow rates also resulted in the
decrease of particle size and polydispersity (Figures 1c and S1).
Opposite to PFCE, no increase in size between 6 and 25 mL
min−1 was observed. The PFOB encapsulation increased up to
a ﬂow rate up of 30 mL min−1 and remained almost constant at
higher ﬂow rates. The resulting PFOB−PLGA NPs had a high
PFOB encapsulation, up to 60 wt %, hydrodynamic radii
between 150 and 200 nm depending on the ﬂow rate, and a
medium to low polydispersity (Figure 1c and Table S4).
The observed trends in size and PFC encapsulation can be
explained by mixing energy in the micromixer. The total ﬂow
rate Qtotal determines the energy during emulsiﬁcation in the
micromixer.42 A higher ﬂow rate typically results in higher
mixing energy, which correspondingly should lead to smaller
particles.42 In our setup, the sonication ﬂow cell provides an
additional energy input to obtain monodisperse NPs with high
PFC encapsulation. While the increase of ﬂow rates leads to a
higher mixing energy in micromixers, it also reduces the time
49337
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that the ﬁnal mixture M2 needs to pass thought the sonication
ﬂow cell. Thus, it leads to lower energy input from the
sonication.
For the PFCE−PLGA system, the increasing size at ﬂow
rates between 5 and 25 mL min−1 may indicate that the
sonication time became too short as the ﬂow rate increased.
When the ﬂow rates increase above 25 mL min−1, the mixing
energy in the micromixer also increases and can countervail the
shortening of the sonication time. However, even at the highest
ﬂow rate, an active mixing step seems important for NP
production. Without ﬂow sonication, particles had sizes in the
micrometer range and were diﬃcult to isolate because of the
phase separation of the PFC phase during the subsequent
washing steps, indicating lower stability (data not shown).
Based on the observed trend in size and PFCE content (Figure
1b), the balance between the mixing energy in the micromixer
and ﬂow cell appears to determine the size and PFCE content
of NPs. The diﬀerences between the encapsulation of PFCE
and PFOB could be the result of diﬀerent solubilities of both
PFCs. Because of the presence of a bromine atom, PFOB has
more lipophilic character and better solubility in organic
solvents.16,44
Both PFCE- and PFOB-loaded NPs produced with our
method displayed sizes and PFC content in a range that should
be suitable for biomedical use, for example cell labeling.45
Impact of Diﬀerent Solvents on NP Size and PFC
Encapsulation. Next to ﬂow parameters, the solvent is
another important factor that can aﬀect the features of NPs. To
gain systematic information about the eﬀect of organic solvents
on the microﬂuidic synthesis, we tested diﬀerent solvents for
the PLGA phase for the encapsulation of PFCE (Figure 2 and
Table S5). Based on polarity, we have chosen chloroform,
ethyl acetate, and DCM/acetonitrile (MeCN) mixture (1:1, v/
v). The last solvent mixture was selected because we have
shown previously that in the conventional batch method, it
resulted in smaller NPs compared to DCM.22
The size of NPs prepared with the DCM/MeCN mixture
was indeed lower compared to the size of the particles
prepared with DCM, similar to the batch method. However,
the PFCE encapsulation was around 10 wt % and thus lower
than the 20−30 wt % that we obtained using DCM. This
diﬀerence in the PFCE content was not observed in our
conventional batch method.22 Ethyl acetate (AcOEt), which
also has a higher polarity compared to DCM, resulted in a
strong decrease in the size of the NPs at diﬀerent ﬂow rates
(Figure 2a). However, the PFCE encapsulation was even lower
than with the DCM/MeCN mixture as a solvent (Figure 2b).
In contrast, in the conventional batch method, similar
encapsulation of PFCE was obtained using DCM or AcOEt
as a solvent.22 The reduced size of the NPs prepared with the
DCM/MeCN mixture and AcOEt can be explained by the
higher polarity of these solvents and correspondingly lower
surface tensions.22
Finally, using chloroform, which also has a higher polarity
than DCM, resulted in particles with a slightly smaller size
compared to DCM. Furthermore, the encapsulation of PFCE
using chloroform was higher compared to all other solvents, up
to 42 wt % (Figure 2a,b). A possible reason for higher
encapsulation could be the better solubility of PFCE in
chloroform compared to the other solvents. However,
literature data on the solubility of PFCE in both solvents are
not available. Overall, chloroform provided the highest PFCE
encapsulation and thus the best results at all ﬂow rates.

Research Article

Figure 2. Eﬀect of the organic solvent on size and PFCE
encapsulation. (a) Radius [DLS, blue, c(NP) = 0.1 mg mL−1] and
(b) PFCE encapsulation versus total ﬂow rate through the system
Qtotal [NMR, grey, TFA as an internal reference, D2O, 378 MHz] of
NPs synthesized with chloroform, ethyl acetate, and a mixture of
DCM/MeCN in comparison with DCM are shown. For all solvents,
three diﬀerent ﬂow rates were tested. The sizes of NPs are decreasing
with increasing polarity of the solvent. The encapsulation of PFCE
was higher in chloroform compared to DCM. In contrast, the use of
DCM/MeCN mixture or ethyl acetate resulted in a lower PFCE
encapsulation.

Microﬂuidic System is Suitable for Continuous LargeScale Production of PFC-Loaded NPs. After establishing
the optimal synthesis parameters, we investigated the performance of the system for the actual scaling up of the synthesis.
Batch-to-batch variation is a major problem with conventional
batch sonication. Therefore, we collected several fractions with
a volume of a typical batch during the constant operation of
the setup using DCM or chloroform as an organic solvent for
the production of PFCE−PLGA NPs.
The total volume which was collected was approximately
150 mL. The variation between fractions was negligible for
both DCM and chloroform, as shown by DLS and NMR
spectroscopy (Figure 3a,b, compare also Tables S6 and S7). In
particular, the standard deviation of the radius between the
fractions was 1.3% for chloroform and 2.2% for DCM. For the
PFCE content, we obtained a standard deviation of 1.1% in
chloroform and 3.6% for DCM (compare Tables S6 and S7 for
individual values). Thus, the deviation between both the size
and PFCE encapsulation is in the range that one would expect
for errors because of, for example, sample preparation. In
contrast, a typical deviation of the PFCE content between
49338
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Figure 3. Reproducibility of the production of PFCE−PLGA NPs with the microﬂuidic system. (a) Radius [DLS, blue, c(NP) = 0.1 mg mL−1] and
(b) PFCE encapsulation (NMR, grey TFA as an internal reference, 5−10 mg in 600 μL of D2O, 378 MHz) of single fractions. (c) SEM micrograph
of NPs prepared using chloroform revealed that the majority of NPs have a radius between 100 and 200 nm. Scale bar 1 μm.

Figure 4. NPs can act as multimodal imaging agents and oxygen carriers. (a) Cell viability assay after incubation with PFCE−PLGA NPs for 24 h
(prepared using DCM) showed that PFCE−PLGA NPs did not aﬀect cell viability. DCM1/2/3 corresponds to diﬀerent batches of NPs produced
with DCM as a solvent (see Table S8 for characteristics of NPs and Figure S3 for NPs made with chloroform). (b) confocal microscopy images of
NP uptake by moDCs. Fluorescent signal coming from the NPs (red) partially overlaps with the signal of the early endosomal marker EEA1. Scale
bar 25 μm (c) ultrasound of NP dispersion (sample PFCE16) in gel phantom shows acoustic contrast to the surrounding gel (see Figure S6 for
diﬀerent samples & Table S10 for details on NPs). The settings were similar to the settings that are used for the imaging of PFCE−PLGA NPs
prepared with the conventional method indicating that NPs should be suitable for in vivo imaging. c(NP) = 10 mg mL−1, 21 MHz, 50 dB. (d) 19F
longitudinal relaxivity R1 changes with oxygen pressure indicating loading with oxygen. Relaxivity of three diﬀerent 19F-groups at diﬀerent oxygen
pressures is shown. NPs at pO2 = 0 mm Hg were saturated with Ar; another sample was measured at ambient pressure and the third one was
saturated with oxygen. Lines correspond to linear ﬁts of the data points, demonstrating the linear trend of the data (R2 ≥ 0.999). NPs in D2O, 378
MHz. Compare SI for further images and NPs characteristics (Tables S8−S11, Figures S3−S7).

Supporting Information Section 1.6 for discussion and Figure
S2).
Finally, we obtained around 1.5 g of PFCE−PLGA NPs after
running the setup for 6 min, followed by puriﬁcation and
freeze-drying. This amount is suﬃcient for the use of NPs in
19
F MRI applications, such as labeling of immune cells. For
instance, labeling the DCs requires typically 30−60 mg of NPs
per patient. Based on the yield from a 6 min run, our system is
capable of producing 15 g of PFCE−PLGA NPs per hour.

diﬀerent batches prepared with conventional sonication is
larger, typically around 10%.9 Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) further conﬁrmed that the NPs were spherical in shape
and displayed some polydispersity, which is generally typical
for PLGA particles. The majority of NPs had a radius between
100 and 200 nm, similar to DLS results. Afterward, we
accessed the production of PFOB-loaded NPs, showing that
the system can be operated over a run time of 1 h (see
49339
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Figure 5. In vivo biodistribution and clearance of PFCE−PLGA NPs by 19F MRI (sample produced during the longer run of the system, compare
Table S6). (a) Transversal 19F MRI images (red hot) overlaid on 1H MRI (grey scale) images of the liver and spleen 2 h (upper row) and 2 weeks
(lower row) after the i.v. injection of 20 mg of PFCE−PLGA NPs. After 2 h NPs were mainly located in the liver and spleen. After 2 weeks, NPs
show signiﬁcant clearance from the organs. Note the varying reference tube signal because of the partial volume eﬀect, and images are scaled
identical. (b) Graph showing a biodistribution of NPs in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow of the thoracoabdominal part of the spine (BM) at day
1. The signal of the imaging agent is reported in corrected arbitrary units based on the signal from the reference tube. 11.7 T.

Extrapolated for an 8 h work day, this would mean that one
operator can produce roughly 100 g of NPs per day with a
single setup. Clearly, a longer operation of the setup requires
optimization of the puriﬁcation procedure that is currently
done using a laboratory-scale centrifuge. Ideally, puriﬁcation
should also be done with a ﬂow ﬁltration system, such as
dynamic dialysis or tangential-ﬂow ﬁltration. In contrast to the
continuous method, the realistic amount that we can produce
with the conventional batch method is around 2−3 g of
particles per day. The last value is estimated based on our
experience on the batch formulation over the last 8 years,
including the cleanroom production for a clinical trial, for
production with a single ultrasonic homogenizer. Thus, with
this microﬂuidic setup, the yield increased at least 30-fold
compared to the conventional batch method.
NPs Are Suitable for Multimodal Imaging and
Oxygen Loading. After successful development of the
microﬂuidic production method, the next step was to conﬁrm
that the NPs produced using a microﬂuidic setup can be used
as multimodal imaging agents and as oxygen carriers. Labeling
the immune cells for 19F MRI to monitor the cell therapy is
one of the biggest applications of conventional PFCE
emulsions and PFC-based NPs.21,45,46 In this application,
PFCE−PLGA NPs made with the conventional batch method
can act not just as imaging agents for 19F MRI but also as
multimodal imaging agents for ultrasound and optical
methods.9,22,24 On the therapeutic side, PFC-based colloids
show promising results in the transportation of oxygen for the
treatment of cancer1−3,5,6 or stroke.7 Therefore, in the current
study, after basic toxicity testing, we focused on imaging
applications and the oxygen loading in vitro.
Viability testing was done using a standard viability assay (3(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide,
MTT). We used primary human monocyte-derived DCs
(moDC) as labeling moDC ex vivo for cell therapy is one of the
main applications of PFCE−PLGA NPs in our group. The
dose used here is typically applied for cell labeling with NPs
made with the conventional method (see Table S8 for
characteristics of the NPs). The viability values of cells
incubated with NPs were slightly higher compared to the living
cells (Figure 4a DCM and Figure S3 chloroform). This
increase can be attributed to an increased phagocytic activity of
moDCs in the presence of NPs. Neither NPs made with
chloroform nor those made with DCM showed any toxic

eﬀects on moDC, additionally conﬁrming the removal of
organic solvents (Figure 4a DCM and Figure S3 chloroform).
To study the cell uptake of NPs, we used confocal
microscopy. For this purpose, we produced PFCE−PLGA
NPs that additionally encapsulated the Atto647 dye. The
addition of the dye did not aﬀect the size or PFCE content,
indicating that coloading of NPs with PFCE and other cargos
should be possible (Table S9). After 24 h of incubation with
NPs, cells were stained for the early (EEA1) and late
(LAMP1) endosomal markers. The red ﬂuorescent signal
from the NPs overlaps mostly with the signals of both markers
indicating the intracellular presence of the NPs and
colocalization with either early or late endosomes (Figures
4b and S3 and S4). However, part of the NP signal did not
colocalize with either of the two markers, which can be caused
by the potential escape of NPs out of the endosomal pathway
or release of the dye from the NPs, similar to NPs made with
the conventional method.22,47 Thus, these results indicate that
microﬂuidic NPs should be suitable for labeling cells as used in
cell-tracking studies.
To conﬁrm that the NPs made with microﬂuidics are
suitable for multimodal imaging, we performed imaging
experiments with 19F MRI and ultrasound (Figure 4c,d, see
Tables S10 and S11 for details on used NPs). As already
expected based on high PFC content, both PFCE− and
PFOB−PLGA NPs can be imaged with 19F MRI using a
conventional 3D RARE imaging sequence at concentrations
relevant for in vivo imaging (Figure S7). Ultrasound imaging of
aqueous dispersions of NPs in a gel phantom on a preclinical
high-resolution scanner conﬁrmed that NPs can be imaged
with ultrasound using the B-mode (in Figures 4c and S5).
Usually, NPs are too small to be detected with ultrasound.9
Oppositely, we have recently shown that PFCE−PLGA NPs
made with the conventional method can be imaged with
ultrasound and are long-term stable in the acoustic ﬁeld.9 Both
properties appeared to be related to the multicore structure of
PFCE−PLGA NPs.9 Thus, the fact that PFCE−PLGA NPs
made with microﬂuidics can be detected with ultrasound may
indicate that they also display the multicore structure.
To show that microﬂuidic NPs are potentially applicable as
therapeutic oxygen carriers, we investigated their oxygenbinding properties. We used PFOB NPs as PFOB is often used
in oxygen-carrying systems (sample PFOB7, Table S4).13,43 As
dissolved oxygen changes the relaxation properties of the 19F
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nucleus, the oxygen binding was accessed by NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4d). The 19F longitudinal relaxivity R1 increased
with increasing the oxygen pressure, as shown for three
diﬀerent groups of the PFOB molecule in Figure 4d. Based on
a few data points, the increase seemed linear as one would
expect for a liquid PFC, and in particular, PFOB loaded with
oxygen that follows Henry’s law.21,44 Further modiﬁcation and
characterization of drug-loaded products is needed prior to the
actual use as a therapeutic oxygen carrier. Nevertheless, these
data show the potential of using the microﬂuidic synthesis to
produce PFC-loaded NPs for the therapeutic use.
In summary, PFCE−PLGA NPs produced with the
microﬂuidic method are nontoxic and suitable for multimodal
imaging and potentially for oxygen delivery. Thus, the method
could be used to produce larger amounts of NPs that are
needed for clinical translation.
Microﬂuidic NPs Display Fast in Vivo Clearance and
Biodistribution Similar to NPs Produced with a
Conventional Batch Method. Biodistribution and clearance
behavior are crucial parameters for the application of PFC−
PLGA NPs as imaging or theranostic agents in vivo and in the
clinic. Therefore, we determined their biodistribution in vivo
and followed the injected animals longitudinally to observe
clearance by quantitative 19F MRI.
We injected PFCE−PLGA NPs intravenously (i.v.) and
imaged organs at several time points with 19F and 1H MRI
(Figures 5 and S8, compare Table S6 for the characteristics of
NPs). NPs were detected mainly in the liver and the spleen
(Figure 5b). One week post-injection, NPs were cleared out
from the spleen, and the NP signal in the liver reduced 75%
after 2 weeks (Figures 5a and S7). Both biodistribution and
clearance are similar to those of NPs made with the
conventional method, as we have shown in our recent study.28
PFCE is advantageous for 19F MRI, as it displays a single
MR resonance frequency resulting in the absence of chemical
shift artifacts and high sensitivity.48 However, the biological
half-life of PFCE formulated in emulsions is often very long,
that is, 250 days.49 Such long organ-retention times can
hamper the clinical translation. Moreover, slow clearance is a
big disadvantage for imaging applications that require repeated
injections of the imaging agent. PFCE−PLGA NPs made with
the conventional method display an atypical multicore
structure9 that results in a fast clearance with a half-life t1/2
of 16 days is typical for PFCE−PLGA.28 Thus, the fastclearance PFCE−PLGA NPs produced with the microﬂuidic
method indicate that they also display the multicore structure.
The encapsulation of PFCE in multicore particles could
overcome the limitations of core−shell systems in clinical use.
Therefore, the ﬁnding that the half-life of microﬂuidic PFCE−
PLGA NPs matches the short half-life of the batch-made
PFCE−PLGA NPs underlines the potential of our method to
be used for the production of PFCE−PLGA NPs for clinical
use.28

explored how diﬀerent parameters aﬀect the formulation of
these three-phasic systems. By changing the ﬂow rates and the
type of organic solvents, we were able to adjust the radius of
the NPs, between 90 and 200 nm, and achieved high PFC
content, up to 60 wt %. Smaller sizes and higher PFC
encapsulation were obtained at the higher ﬂow rates.
Furthermore, a ﬂuorescent dye could be encapsulated,
demonstrating that loading with additional cargo is generally
feasible.
After the development of the scaled-up production method,
we assessed the performance of NPs as imaging and oxygen
delivery agents. We have shown that NPs are suitable for
multimodal imaging with 19F MRI, ultrasound, and ﬂuorescence. Moreover, 19F NMR relaxation time measurements
indicated that these NPs should be able to act as oxygen
carriers in therapeutic applications. Furthermore, in vivo 19F
MRI revealed that PFCE−PLGA NPs produced with microﬂuidics have similar biodistribution as the batch-made PFCE−
PLGA NPs, demonstrating that our method allows for the
scaled-up production of NPs maintaining the imaging
performance. Finally, they were cleared within 2 weeks,
which is typical for NPs that display a multicore structure
and is beneﬁcial for their clinical translation.
Overall, we developed a modular microﬂuidic method that
can be used for the synthesis of PFC-loaded NPs and diﬀerent
types of polymeric nanotheranostics in imaging and therapy in
the future fostering their translation from the bench to the
clinic.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. Chemicals for Synthesis and Characterization. Water
was puriﬁed with a Synergy water puriﬁcation system from Merck.
The following chemicals were used as received: PLGA Resomer RG
502H, acid-terminated, Mw 7000−17,000 g mol−1, with a lactide/
glycolide molar ratio of 50:50 was obtained from Evonik Industries
AG (Essen, Germany), DCM, acetonitrile (MeCN), chloroform, and
AcOEt from VWR, (Netherlands) or Merck (Germany) in at least p.a.
quality, PFCE from Exﬂuor (USA), PFOB from Fluorochem, (UK),
PVA, Mw 9000−1000 g mol−1, 80% hydrolyzed and poly(propylene
oxide) (PPO) Mn 2700 g mol−1, deuterium oxide (99.9% D), and
TFA (reagent plus ) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA), and ATTO647n dye from Atto-tec (Siegen, Germany).
Chemicals for Cell Study. X-VIVO 15 medium (Lonza, Belgium)
and phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS) (Braun, Germany) were used.
(3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide)
(MTT tetrazolium reagent) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St
Louis, MO, USA, and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) purchased from
WAK-Chemie, Steindbach, Germany, were used to kill the cells. EEA1
late endosomal marker was purchased from BD biosciences, LAMP1
early endosomal marker was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis,
MO, USA, and paraformaldehyde (PFA) was purchased from Merck/
Sigma.
Note that the organic solvents used in this study have to be
handled and disposed according to the safety regulations provided by
the manufacturer and further speciﬁed by regulations of a country
where the experiments are performed.
Synthesis of NPs. PFC−PLGA NPs were prepared by a
continuous-ﬂow microﬂuidic setup that was assembled as shown
schematically on Figure 1a. The setup was placed in the fume hood.
The setup consisted of three ultracompact high-pressure pumps,
Azura P 4.1S, with a pressure sensor and 50 mL min−1 stainless-steel
pump heads (Knauer, Germany), two slit stainless-steel interdigital
micromixers (type SIMM V2) (Micro4Industries GmbH, Mainz,
Germany), a probe soniﬁer, tip 13 mm, with a continuous-ﬂow
attachment (Branson Sonic Power, St. Louis, USA), operated at 10%
amplitude. The diﬀerent parts were connected via PTFE tubing, 1/

■

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The translation of liquid PFC-loaded polymeric NPs to clinical
use requires high amounts of the product, with low
polydispersity and high PFC content. However, conventional
formulation methods often yield only milligrams of the product
per batch. The immiscible, highly hydrophobic, and lipophobic
PFC phase makes scaling up the process challenging.
In this work, we developed the microﬂuidic miniemulsion
method to scale up the synthesis of PFC−PLGA NPs and
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16″ outer diameter (OD), (Separations, Hendrik-Ido-Ambacht,
Netherlands), 0.2 mm inner diameter (ID) for the PFCE and
PLGA phase, and 0.25 mm ID for PVA. The tube between the ﬁrst
and second SIMM was only 6.5 cm long (0.2 mm ID), as it is
important that PFCE and PLGA are mixed with each other when
entering the second SIMM, and PFCE is very poorly miscible with the
PLGA phase without the use of a ﬂuorinated surfactant. However, we
wanted to avoid the use of the ﬂuorinated surfactant, as they are often
nonbiocompatible and would generate additional signals in 19F MRI,
leading to artifacts. The tube between the second SIMM and ﬂow
soniﬁer was 5.5 cm (0.5 mm ID), followed by a Swagelock adaptor.
Three phases of liquids, PFC phase, organic phase, and aqueous
phase, were prepared and kept in glass bottles. The PFC phase
contained pure PFCE or PFOB. The organic phase consisted of a 1.75
wt % solution of the polymer PLGA in an organic solvent (DCM,
AcOEt, MeCN, or chloroform) with the addition of PPO (3.33 mg in
1 mL DCM). For cellular uptake experiments, the Atto-647n dye was
also included in the organic phase. The aqueous phase contained 1.96
wt % PVA dissolved in ultrapure water.
In the ﬁrst mixing step, a liquid PFC was premixed with the organic
polymer solution, followed by emulsiﬁcation with the aqueous PVA
solution in the second micromixer. The primary emulsion that was
obtained in this step further ﬂowed to the soniﬁer ﬂow cell, where it
was sonicated at 10% amplitude and 1 mm tip height. The emulsion
was collected and stirred overnight at room temperature or 4 °C in an
open vial to evaporate the solvent. Next, NPs were collected and
washed three times with ultrapure water using centrifugation (16,000g
for 35 min), followed by freeze-drying.
Characterization Methods. Dynamic Light Scattering. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) for size determination was done using a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS at a scattering angle of 173°. Freeze-dried,
puriﬁed NPs were dispersed in ultrapure water and diluted to a
concentration of 0.1 mg mL−1. Malvern software (Zetasizer software,
Ink) was used to evaluate the data. The Z-average and the
polydispersity of three independent measurements are reported.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy was performed using a Bruker AVANCE III
400 MHz instrument, equipped with a BBFO probe. A known
amount of NPs, typically 5−10 mg, was resuspended in 500 μL of
deuterium oxide and mixed with 100 μL of 1 vol % solution of TFA in
D2O, which served as an internal reference. The mixture was
transferred to NMR tubes and measured with eight scans with an
interscan relaxation delay of 25 s. Data were analyzed with
Mestrenova 10.0.2.
For relaxation time measurements, 10 mg mL−1 of NP samples in
deuterium oxide was transferred to gastight NMR tubes (Wilmad,
quick pressure valve NMR tube) and were saturated with oxygen or
argon or were left untreated. Either oxygen or argon was bubbled
through the solution for 3−4 min. Relaxation times were measured
using the inversion recovery sequence after prior determination of the
19
F 90° pulse (12.9 μs). The total sweep width ranged from −60 to
−135 ppm. Spectra were acquired with eight scans per increment, an
acquisition time of 1.15 s, and a relaxation delay dependent on the
sample: 8.8 s (Ar), 6 s (atmospheric O2), and 2 s (purged with O2).
Mestrenova 10.0.2. was used to analyze the data.
Scanning Electron Microscopy. SEM was done using a LEO
Gemini 1530, with a landing voltage (ETH) of 100 V. Aqueous
dispersion of puriﬁed, freeze-dried NPs (10 mg L−1) was drop-casted
on an Si wafer (as deliv., PLANO-EM#G3390).
Cell Culture and Labeling. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) were isolated from buﬀy coats of healthy individuals after
informed consent using Ficoll density centrifugation (Lymphoprep,
STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, Canada). Adherent monocytes were cultured in X-VIVO 15 medium supplemented with 2%
human serum or in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum and in the presence of interleukin-4 (300 U mL−1) and
granulocyte-monocyte colony stimulating factor (450 U/mL) to
obtain immature DCs. On day 3, cells were harvested, counted, and
labeled with PLGA NPs (resuspended in PBS shortly after the

labeling) at a concentration of 2 mg of NPs/1 × 106 cells and
incubated at 37 °C for 24 h.
Cell Staining and Confocal Microscopy. The cell uptake of
NPs containing the Atto-647 dye was tested with confocal
microscopy. Day 3 moDCs were incubated together with NPs at 37
°C for 24 h on glass coverslips (approximately 20,000 cells per
coverslip). After 24 h, the excess label was removed, the coverslips
with cells were washed gently with PBS, and then, the cells were ﬁxed
with 2% PFA. The labeled cells on the coverslips were permeabilized
in CLSM buﬀer + 0.1% Saponin. First, cells were stained with LAMP1 or EEA1 speciﬁc primary antibody, followed by staining with
isotype-speciﬁc AlexaFluor-conjugated secondary antibodies for
intracellular compartments. DAPI was used to stain the nucleus.
The stained NP-loaded cells were imaged with an Olympus FV1000
confocal laser scanning microscope. The obtained images were
processed in ImageJ.
Cell Viability. To investigate the inﬂuence of the particles on cells,
an MTT viability assay was performed. A volume of 0.5 × 106 cells
were incubated in the presence of diﬀerent types of NPs (10 mg
mL−1) for 24 h. Each condition was performed in triplicate. After
incubation, the excess of NPs was removed by gentle washing with
PBS. After washing, the cells were collected and plated in a ﬂatbottom 96-well plate and washed again with PBS by centrifugation for
2 min between each wash. Next, 60 μL of supplemented X-VIVO
medium with 10 μL of MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5diphenyltetrazolium bromide) (concentration of 4 mg mL−1) was
added to each well, followed by 60 min of incubation in the dark at 37
°C. After incubation, the plate was centrifuged for 2 min and 100 μL
of lysis buﬀer (isopropanol, 10% SDS, 2 N HCL, deionized water)
was added to each well, followed by 15 min of incubation in the dark
at room temperature. Before the measurements, the samples were
resuspended to remove any precipitate of crystals. The plate was
measured with an iMark microplate reader (Bio-Rad, The Netherlands) at 595 nm. The cells not loaded with NPs were used as the
control for living viable cells. The cells treated with DMSO were used
as the control for dead cells.
19
F Magnetic Resonance Imaging. 19F MRI was performed on a
preclinical 11.7 T MRI scanner (Biospec 117/16, 500 MHz, Bruker,
Ettlingen, Germany). 250 μL microcentrifuge tubes were ﬁlled with
NPs in ultrapure water (10 mg mL−1) and were placed in a Styrofoam
holder. A tube with ultrapure water was added as a control. The tubes
were imaged with a 3D RARE sequence with the following
parameters: TR = 1500 ms, TE 4.9 ms, turbo factor 32, matrix size
= 64 × 90 × 32, FOV = 32 × 45 × 32 mm, number of averages = 2,
and scan time = 96 s. Images were made with a narrow excitation
bandwidth to selectively excite PFCE at 470.7440706 MHz or the
PFOB CF3 group at 470.7480723 MHz.
Ultrasound. For US imaging, NPs were resuspended in ultrapure
water at 10 mg/mL concentration followed by sonication in an
ultrasonic bath to ensure homogenous resuspension. A volume of 200
μL of resuspended NPs was placed in a well in a gelatin phantom [8%
gelatin, Fluka Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA)]. Images were
acquired using a Vevo 2100 ultrasound scanner form FUJIFILM
Visualsonics (Toronto, Canada) with a linear array 21 MHz
transducer (MS-250, MicroScan). The gain was set to 50 dB and
power to 100%.
In Vivo 19F MRI. Wild-type 10−14 week-old C57Bl6 female mice
weighing 18-22 g were obtained from Charles River Laboratory and
maintained under speciﬁc pathogen-free conditions at the Central
Animal Laboratory in Nijmegen, Netherlands. Experiments were
performed according to the guidelines for animal care of the
Nijmegen Animal Experiments Committee (DEC
AVD1030020173444). Mice (n = 10) were injected intravenously
with 20 mg of NPs resuspended in PBS and imaged at various time
points after injection (2 h, 1 day, 2 days, 1 week, and 2 weeks).
Mice were anesthetized using isoﬂurance, 4% induction and 1.5−
2% maintenance, to achieve a stable breathing rate of 60−90/min.
The core temperature was kept between 36.0 and 37.5 °C using an inhouse built water-heated matrass. 19F MRI was performed on a 11.7 T
MRI scanner (Biospec, Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany). The ﬂuorine
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images were acquired using a 3D RARE sequence with a 12:48 min
acquisition time and 0.5 × 0.5 × 2 mm voxel size. Imaging parameters
were TR 1500 ms, TE 6.62 ms, turbo factor 44, and 32 averages.
Narrow excitation bandwidth was used to entirely avoid isoﬂuorane
artifacts. For anatomical colocalization, a 1H respiratory gated 2D
ﬂash with overlapping FOV was used. The obtained data were
processed, and images were made in OsiriX. 19F images are displayed
in a red-metal color scheme and proton images are displayed in grey
scale.
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